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ABSTRACT
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East Asia has the largest concentrations of absorbing aerosols globally,

and these, along with the region’s scattering aerosols, have both reduced the

amount of solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface regionally (“solar dim-

ming”) and increased shortwave absorption within the atmosphere, particu-

larly during the peak months of the East Asian Summer Monsoon (EASM).

We here analyze how atmospheric absorption and surface solar dimming com-

pete in driving the response of regional summertime climate to anthropogenic

aerosols, which dominates, and why—issues of particular importance for pre-

dicting how East Asian climate will respond to projected changes in absorb-

ing and scattering aerosol emissions in the future. We probe these questions

in a state-of-the-art general circulation model (GCM) using a combination

of realistic and novel idealized aerosol perturbations that allow us to ana-

lyze the relative influence of absorbing aerosols’ atmospheric and surface-

driven impacts on regional circulation and climate. We find that even purely

absorption-driven dimming decreases EASM precipitation by cooling the land

surface, counteracting climatological land-sea contrast and reducing ascend-

ing atmospheric motion and on-shore winds, despite the associated positive

top-of-atmosphere regional radiative forcing. Absorption-driven atmospheric

heating does partially offset the precipitation and surface evaporation reduc-

tion from its surface dimming, but the overall response to aerosol absorption

more closely resembles the response to its surface dimming than to its at-

mospheric heating. Our results provide a novel decomposition of absorbing

aerosol’s impacts on regional climate and demonstrate that the response can-

not be expected to follow the sign of absorption’s top-of-atmosphere or even

atmospheric radiative perturbation.
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1. Introduction35

East Asia receives over half of its annual precipitation during the summer months of June, July,36

and August. The summertime maximum in solar radiation warms the East Asian continent more37

rapidly than the adjacent ocean due to the land’s lower heat capacity, setting up temperature and38

pressure gradients that drive on-shore flow of moisture and ascending atmospheric motion over the39

continent (e.g. Webster 1987). This land-sea thermal contrast, combined with orographic forcing40

and seasonal shifts in the subtropical westerly jet, produces a precipitation maximum that peaks41

in June and July over East Asia, known collectively as the East Asian Summer Monsoon (EASM)42

(e.g. Murakami 1981; Chen and Bordoni 2014).43

Superimposed on this climatological picture are changes in the radiative environment due to an-44

thropogenic emissions over the last several decades. Aerosol concentrations over the East Asian45

subcontinent decreased the annual mean clear-sky surface solar radiation by 4.3 W m−2 decade−1
46

from the 1960s to the 2000s (Allen et al. 2013). This “solar dimming” counteracts the climatolog-47

ical land-sea thermal contrast by cooling the land surface more rapidly than the adjacent ocean,48

both due to the land’s lower heat capacity and because the aerosol is more strongly concentrated49

over land than over ocean (e.g. Guo et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2015). Several modeling studies have50

suggested that anthropogenic aerosol emissions over East Asia could be the primary contributor to51

a weakening in EASM circulation and precipitation since the middle of the twentieth century (e.g.52

Song et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015), though this effect remains uncertain (Kim et al. 2016).53

Recent work, however, has demonstrated that as much as half of the observed clear-sky reduction54

in surface solar radiation is due to the absorption of solar radiation within the atmospheric column55

by absorbing aerosols, as opposed to the reflection of that radiation back to space through scat-56

tering. Persad et al. (2014) identify in general circulation model (GCM) simulations that aerosol57
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absorption under clear-sky conditions increased over East Asia by ∼1.6 W m−2 decade−1 from58

the 1960s to the 2000s, robust across different model aerosol formulations. Consequently, during59

the 2000s, the presence of anthropogenic aerosols (both scattering and absorbing) decreased East60

Asian summertime clear-sky surface solar radiation by ∼20 W m−2 and increased atmospheric61

absorption by ∼10 W m−2. This vertical radiative dipole of atmospheric heating and surface62

dimming might be expected to have a substantially different impact on regional summertime cir-63

culation and precipitation than surface dimming or atmospheric heating on its own, but the effects64

of this dipole have not been cleanly decomposed before now.65

The “semi-direct effect” of absorbing aerosols, whereby the atmospheric radiative heating from66

direct aerosol absorption changes the thermodynamic and dynamical environment for cloud for-67

mation, is well known (e.g. Hansen et al. 1997; Koch and Del Genio 2010). Studies show that this68

atmospheric heating can either invigorate or suppress convection, depending on the altitude of the69

heating relative to the climatological cloud (e.g. Johnson et al. 2004; Feingold 2005; Persad et al.70

2012). Depending on the convective environment, atmospheric heating on its own has been shown71

to induce strong rising atmospheric motion regionally that promotes monsoonal moisture flux and72

convective precipitation (Chung et al. 2002; Wang 2004; Erlick et al. 2006; Meehl et al. 2008).73

However, the same absorption process via which these aerosols heat the atmosphere also re-74

duces the shortwave radiation at the surface, and it is unclear how these two effects will interact75

regionally. On its own, solar dimming reduces both land surface temperature and the surface en-76

ergy available for latent and sensible heat fluxes that help drive convection and precipitation (e.g.77

Roeckner et al. 1999; Huang et al. 2007). In a global mean sense, solar dimming from purely-78

scattering aerosols has been shown to spin down the hydrological cycle (Ramanathan et al. 2001).79

Depending on the degree of coupling between the surface and atmosphere, atmospheric heating80

from absorption may or may not be communicated to the surface and counteract the surface tem-81
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perature effects of the solar dimming (Ramanathan and Carmichael 2008). In the case of weak82

coupling, the combination of surface cooling and atmospheric heating from aerosol absorption83

can reduce surface-air gradients that drive evaporation, thus limiting the moisture available for84

rainfall (Ramanathan et al. 2005).85

Given these uncertainties and the large absorbing aerosol concentrations in East Asia, a ro-86

bust understanding of the separate, combined, and competing effects of atmospheric heating and87

surface dimming from aerosol absorption on the East Asian summertime climate is of crucial88

importance, but until now has been limited. The relative effect of absorbing black carbon and89

scattering sulfate aerosols on East Asian climate has been studied previously in a range of climate90

models (e.g. Huang et al. 2007; Randles and Ramaswamy 2008; Guo et al. 2013; Jiang et al. 2013;91

Wang et al. 2015). However, the total shortwave absorption due to black carbon in models and the92

resulting ratio of surface dimming to atmospheric heating remains uncertain (Bond et al. 2013).93

Separate analysis of surface dimming and of atmospheric heating in monsoonal systems has shown94

substantially different impacts on regional climate (e.g. Chung et al. 2002; Roeckner et al. 1999).95

However, the coupled effects of the two may be quite different than the sum of the parts. A holistic96

analysis of the separate and combined impacts of surface dimming and atmospheric heating is thus97

a crucial and missing element of a more robust understanding of absorbing aerosol impacts on the98

EASM and East Asian summertime climate in general.99

We here isolate and analyze the surface- vs. atmosphere-driven impacts of aerosol absorption on100

East Asian summertime climate, using a combination of realistic and idealized forcing simulations101

in a state-of-the-art climate model, to address the following questions. What are the competing ef-102

fects on the EASM of increased atmospheric absorption and decreased surface solar radiation due103

to recent regional aerosol emissions? Does the atmospheric heating from aerosol absorption en-104

hance or counteract the circulation effects of aerosol-driven solar dimming on the EASM? Which105
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wins, and why? These are questions of interest both to present day understanding of the forcers106

of East Asian climate variability and to our predictive ability to understand how future changes in107

aerosol characteristics over East Asia will affect its projected regional climate.108

2. Methods109

We conduct simulations using both realistic historical aerosol emissions and idealized perturba-110

tions in the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory’s (GFDL) AM3 Atmospheric General Cir-111

culation Model (GCM) (Donner et al. 2011). In brief, we use a historical aerosol-only simulation112

to derive the signal of surface dimming, atmospheric heating, and atmospheric absorption over113

East Asia due to regional aerosol emissions. Aerosol-induced surface dimming in this model has114

been validated against observations in Allen et al. (2013) and Persad et al. (2014), and overall115

aerosol properties have been compared with observations in Donner et al. (2011). We then use116

the simulated regional aerosol signal to construct a set of idealized forcing simulations in which117

we separately impose either surface dimming, atmospheric heating, or atmospheric absorption118

(inducing both dimming and heating) over East Asia.119

Full details of the AM3 model may be found in Donner et al. (2011), but we here summarize120

aspects central to this study. Crucially for this analysis, AM3 has been found to outperform other121

models in its CMIP generation in simulating twentieth century clear-sky solar dimming over East122

Asia (Allen et al. 2013) via a substantial contribution from aerosol absorption (Persad et al. 2014),123

making it a reasonable tool with which to investigate the competing effects of aerosol dimming124

and absorption on the EASM. The GFDL CM3 model suite has been previously used to study125

East Asian summer climate as part of the CMIP5 model suite (Salzmann et al. 2014; Li et al.126

2015). Over East Asia, AM3 exhibits relatively small biases in comparison with observations127
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in monsoon-critical parameters such as 500 mb geopotential height, surface air temperature, and128

precipitation (Donner et al. 2011).129

Aerosol emissions are fully interactive in AM3, i.e. prescribed aerosol emissions are transported,130

aged, and removed according to the internal meteorology and chemistry of the model. To compute131

radiative properties, black carbon (BC) and sulfate aerosol are assumed to be internally mixed132

using a uniform mixing scheme, which calculates the refractive index of the mixed aerosol as the133

volume-weighted average of BC and sulfate. All other aerosols are treated as externally mixed.134

BC is the strongest absorber in AM3 (Ocko et al. 2012), though organic carbon is also slightly135

absorbing in the model’s formulation (Donner et al. 2011). The model contains aerosol indirect136

effects with sulfate, sea salt, and organic carbon aerosols acting as cloud condensation nuclei137

according to the parameterization of Ming et al. (2006) and Ming et al. (2007).138

We first derive realistic regional aerosol effects from an ensemble of historical single forcing139

simulations with time-varying sea surface temperature (SST) and sea ice prescribed from the140

Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Temperature 1 (HADISST1) observational data set (Rayner141

et al. 2003). The simulations are: (1) FIXED, a five-member control ensemble with all anthro-142

pogenic emissions fixed at preindustrial (1860) values; and (2) AERO C, a five-member ensemble143

of experiments with historically varying anthropogenic aerosol emissions from Lamarque et al.144

(2010) over China (as defined by national boundaries; roughly 20◦–50◦ N and 75◦–125◦ E), but145

all other anthropogenic emissions (i.e. well-mixed greenhouse gases and ozone, plus all aerosol146

emissions outside of China) fixed at preindustrial (1860) values as in FIXED. The realistic regional147

aerosol signal, hereafter referred to as “Realistic Aerosol”, is calculated as the 1981-2000 average148

ensemble-mean values from AERO C minus FIXED.149

The realistic regional aerosols absorb and scatter incoming shortwave radiation, resulting in150

both absorption- and scattering-driven surface dimming and absorption-driven atmospheric heat-151
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ing (Section 4). We next use the aerosol radiative effects from the Realistic Aerosol signal to152

construct a series of idealized forcing simulations that allow us to isolate the effects of these dif-153

ferent components of aerosols’ radiative perturbation on East Asian summertime climate. The154

control simulation for these is a historical simulation (ALL) with time-varying sea surface temper-155

ature and sea ice as in FIXED, but with all natural and anthropogenic forcers varying historically156

(see Donner et al. (2011) for inventories from which emissions are derived). Onto this ALL con-157

trol simulation, each of the three idealized perturbations described below is imposed in the years158

1980–2000 over Southeast China (22.5◦–40◦ N and 100◦–122.5◦ E)—the region of maximum159

aerosol emissions and radiative forcing in East Asia (Streets et al. 2013), as well as maximum cli-160

matological EASM precipitation. This is also the region of greatest observational coverage (Allen161

et al. 2013; Norris and Wild 2009; Dwyer et al. 2010) and one in which AM3’s aerosol-driven so-162

lar dimming over East Asia has been verified against observational estimates (Persad et al. 2014).163

The construction and goal of each idealized forcing simulation is schematically depicted in Figure164

1.165

1. Pure Dimming: A purely scattering optical depth (i.e. with an effective single scattering166

albedo of 1), scaled to reduce surface shortwave radiation by a level comparable to that produced167

by Realistic Aerosol, is imposed onto the ALL control. The scattering optical depth (τd) within168

each model layer of path length or depth (∆z) is calculated according to the layer average pressure169

(P) via the following equation, which approximates the vertical structure of the Realistic Aerosol170

perturbation:

τd(P) =


∆z×αd(

P−150
P0

)βd , for P≥ 150 mb

0, for P < 150 mb

171
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where αd = 0.117 km−1 is a scaling constant designed to achieve a comparable magnitude of172

dimming as Realistic Aerosol, and βd = 2 is a decay rate designed to approximate the vertical173

structure of the realistic aerosol perturbation.174

The difference between the above perturbed simulation and the ALL simulation, averaged over175

1981–2000, is hereafter referred to as the “Pure Dimming” signal, and isolates the effects of sur-176

face dimming from that of atmospheric heating. This allows us to analyze how surface dimming177

from an absorber affects the overall response to the absorption, or to simulate the behavior of178

dimming from purely scattering aerosols.179

2. Pure Heating: An idealization of the atmospheric shortwave heating profile from Realistic180

Aerosol is imposed onto the ALL simulation. The idealized shortwave heating rate (T dtsw) is181

calculated at each pressure level (P) to mimic the bottom-heavy vertical structure and magnitude182

of that produced by the realistic regional aerosol, and takes the exponential form:

T dtsw(P) = αh
S
S̄
× e

βhP0
P183

where αh = 1 K s−1 is a scaling constant designed to give a heating rate magnitude comparable to184

the realistic regional aerosol perturbation, and βh = 1 is a decay rate designed to approximate the185

vertical structure of the realistic aerosol perturbation. The variable S is the time- and grid-varying186

solar flux in W m−2, S̄ is the regionally and annually averaged solar flux in W m−2, and P0 = 1000187

mb is the surface reference pressure. The perturbation heating rate is imposed at every time step,188

but is scaled according to diurnal and seasonal changes in solar zenith angle and solar flux, as189

reflected in the S
S̄ term. The resulting regional- and seasonal-mean heating rate are discussed and190

compared with that produced by Realistic Aerosol in Section 4c.191

The difference between the above perturbed simulation and the ALL simulation, averaged over192

1981–2000, is hereafter referred to as the “Pure Heating” signal, and isolates the impact of atmo-193
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spheric heating in the absence of any associated surface dimming. In conjunction with the Pure194

Dimming signal, this allows us to quantify the degree to which the overall response to an aerosol195

population that contains absorption is influenced by its atmospheric heating versus its surface dim-196

ming.197

3. Pure Absorption: A purely absorbing optical depth (i.e. with an effective single scattering198

albedo of 0) is scaled to produce surface dimming comparable to that seen in the Realistic Aerosol199

case. As in the Pure Dimming case, the absorbing optical depth (τa) within each model layer of200

depth (∆z) is calculated according to the layer average pressure (P) via the following equation,201

which approximates the vertical structure of the realistic regional aerosol perturbation:

τα(P) =


∆z×αa(

P−150
P0

)βa, for P≥ 150 mb

0, for P < 150 mb

202

where αa = 0.019 km−1 is the magnitude scaling constant, and βa = 2 is the vertical decay rate203

(identical to the Pure Dimming vertical decay rate, βd), both designed to approximate the realistic204

aerosol perturbation. The resulting shortwave heating rate is compared with that produced by the205

Realistic Aerosol and Pure Heating cases in Section 4c.206

The difference between the above perturbed simulation and the ALL simulation, averaged over207

1981–2000, is hereafter referred to as the “Pure Absorption” signal. An absorbing aerosol will both208

heat the atmosphere by trapping shortwave radiation therein (as in the Pure Heating simulation)209

and dim the surface by attenuating shortwave radiation aloft (as in the Pure Dimming simulation).210

This final simulation allows us to capture both effects acting in combination.211

The Realistic Aerosol signal is primarily used to determine reasonable radiative perturbations212

for the idealized forcing simulations. Due to its formulation differences with the idealized forc-213

ing simulations, such as the presence of microphysical aerosol indirect effects in the former case214
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and differences in the control climate, precise correspondence between the Realistic Aerosol case215

and the 3 idealized forcing signals is not expected. However, it is informative to view the Re-216

alistic Aerosol case, which contains both scattering and absorbing aerosols, as some combina-217

tion of the Pure Absorption and the Pure Dimming signals (with the addition of microphysical218

aerosol indirect effects). The three idealized forcing simulations, meanwhile, are designed to219

be more straightforwardly intercompared. Comparison of the Pure Dimming and Pure Absorp-220

tion signals allows quantification of how the response to absorption-driven and scattering-driven221

dimming differ. Comparison of all three idealized perturbation simulations allows the full decom-222

position of how absorption’s atmospheric and surface radiative perturbations operate in isolation223

and in tandem. Because of the radiative nature of the idealized perturbations’ parameterizations,224

microphysical indirect effects—such as the Twomey (1977) and Albrecht (1989) effects—are not225

excited directly by the idealized forcing perturbations. All cloud changes in the idealized forcing226

simulations will thus be thermodynamically (including semi-direct aerosol effects (e.g. Hansen227

et al. 1997)) or dynamically driven. All analysis is done on the mean of June, July, and August228

(JJA), which captures the main Meiyu-Baiu period of EASM rainfall (e.g. Tao 1987).229

3. Results230

a. Radiative effects of realistic and idealized aerosols231

Table 1 summarizes the regional-mean clear-sky and all-sky surface dimming and atmospheric232

absorption produced by the various model perturbations, as well as their regional-mean top-of-233

atmosphere effective radiative forcing (defined as the net downward radiative flux at the top-of-234

the-atmosphere after atmospheric and land surface conditions have been allowed to equilibrate235

to the perturbation (Myhre et al. 2013)). Clear-sky values are calculated by the model’s radia-236
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tive transfer code with clouds removed. Microphysical aerosol indirect effects are present in the237

Realistic Aerosol case and may influence differences between clear-sky and all-sky (i.e. cloud-238

permitting) values. In the idealized forcing simulations, because microphysical aerosol indirect239

effects are not in operation, differences between all-sky and clear-sky values are explained by ei-240

ther a) thermodynamically or dynamically driven cloud changes that reinforce or counteract the241

aerosols’ radiative interactions or b) differences due to cloud masking in the amount of radiation242

with which the aerosol is interacting in the clear-sky versus all-sky calculation.243

The presence of realistic regional aerosols reduces the solar radiation incident at the surface over244

East Asia by ∆SSRall =−14.3 W m−2 in the 1981–2000 mean, consistent with the finding of others245

in both models and observations (e.g. Norris and Wild 2009; Dwyer et al. 2010; Allen et al. 2013).246

Note that, because our simulations only include aerosol emissions within China, they contain less247

aerosol over East Asia than the models and observations in the above referenced work, which248

include aerosols transported from both local and remote sources. The surface dimming signal is249

evident both in the presence and in the absence of cloud cover, and is driven almost equally by250

scattering and by absorption of shortwave radiation by aerosols within the atmospheric column251

(consistent with the findings of Persad et al. (2014)). The similarity of the clear-sky and all-252

sky SSR changes should not be interpreted as an absence of aerosol-cloud interactions. Aerosol253

indirect effects operate in the Realistic Aerosol case and result in a 97% increase in cloud droplet254

number concentration (not shown) through the activation of aerosols as cloud condensation nuclei,255

thus increasing the shortwave cloud reflectivity (Donner et al. 2011). Simultaneously, the presence256

of cloud above aerosol masks the interaction of the underlying scattering and absorbing aerosol257

with downwelling shortwave radiation. With the removal of cloud in the clear-sky calculation,258

these factors tend to compensate for one another, resulting in a net minimal difference in surface259

shortwave radiation between the clear-sky and all-sky calculations.260
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The idealized Pure Dimming simulation—designed both to isolate the surface effects of atmo-261

spheric absorption and to simulate the response to purely scattering-driven dimming—produces262

an all-sky SSR reduction of ∆SSRall = −18.6 W m−2. The difference between the clear-sky and263

all-sky SSR reduction can be largely explained by climatological cloud-masking, as each consti-264

tutes a comparable fractional reduction in its respective control SSR budget (10% in the clear-sky265

case and 9% in the all-sky case). Cloud amount also decreases by approximately 3% (Table 3),266

which appears to be consistent with the smaller all-sky SSR reduction relative to the clear-sky SSR267

reduction. However, this is the result of a decrease in middle and high cloud and an increase in268

low cloud, making the overall shortwave effects of the vertically integrated cloud change difficult269

to determine.270

Because the Pure Heating simulation—designed to isolate the atmospheric effects of aerosol271

absorption—has a heating rate rather than an optical depth imposed, the SSR and absorption per-272

turbations are deliberately minimal in that simulation. As evinced by the difference between the273

clear-sky and all-sky values (Table 1), they are primarily driven by cloud changes that are consis-274

tent with the overall circulation response discussed in Section 4c.275

Although the absorption optical depth in the Pure Absorption case—designed to probe the276

combined surface and atmospheric effects of purely absorption-driven dimming—is compara-277

ble to that of the Realistic Aerosol case (see Section 2), it produces a larger amount of absorp-278

tion due to the absence of aerosol scattering and aerosol indirect effects, which might other-279

wise attenuate the shortwave radiation before it reaches an absorber. The increased absorption280

(∆Absall = 17.3 W m−2) produces a corresponding reduction in SSR (∆SSRall = −14.6 W m−2).281

The atmospheric absorption is larger than the SSR reduction partly due to additional absorption282

produced by shortwave radiation reflected from the surface, which is not counted in the downward-283

incident SSR change.284
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b. Surface energy balance response285

On decadal time-scales the land surface energy balance is constrained to maintain equilibrium286

due to the low effective heat capacity of the land surface. As a result, the reduction in downwelling287

surface shortwave flux (∆SW↓) caused by the scattering and/or absorption in the 3 cases that contain288

dimming (Realistic Aerosol, Pure Dimming, and Pure Absorption) must be compensated for by289

changes in the other surface energy balance terms: reflected upwelling shortwave flux (∆SW↑),290

net longwave flux (∆LW↓+∆LW↑), sensible heat flux (∆SH↑), and latent heat flux (∆LH↑), i.e.291

∆Fs = (∆SW↓+∆SW↑)+(∆LW↓+∆LW↑)+∆SH↑+∆LH↑ = 0 for all values downwelling positive.292

These changes are shown in Table 2. Slight residuals in the surface energy balance can be at-293

tributed to the long adjustment times induced by the deep soil moisture in AM3’s land model294

(Donner et al. 2011). Surface albedo does not change significantly between the simulations, re-295

maining at α ≈ 0.16. Consequently, the change in upwelling shortwave radiation, ∆SW↑, is a direct296

result of the change in downwelling shortwave radiation, ∆SW↓, and ∆SW↑ ≈ (0.16)∆SW↓ in all 4297

cases. The surface upwelling longwave flux maintains a quartic relationship with surface temper-298

ature, according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law, while sensible and latent heat flux are controlled by299

temperature and moisture gradients between the surface and near-surface atmosphere, as well as300

surface wind stress.301

The idealized forcing simulations indicate that the response of the surface energy balance to302

the reduction in SSR is dependent on the source of the dimming. When the dimming is entirely303

scattering-driven (i.e. the Pure Dimming case), the change in latent heat flux (∆LH↑) balances304

48% of the dimming (∆SW↓), while sensible heat flux (∆SH↑) accounts for 28% and net longwave305

flux(∆LW↓+∆LW↑) accounts for only 6.6%. Where the dimming is entirely absorption-driven (i.e.306

the Pure Absorption case), however, the contribution from sensible heat flux exceeds that from307
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latent heat flux; reduced sensible heat flux accounts for the plurality (39%) of the surface energy308

balance’s reequilibration to the dimming, while reductions in outgoing latent heat and longwave309

flux account for the remaining 28% and 13%, respectively. Note that upwelling shortwave flux310

contributes the remaining energy balance equilibration in both cases, but is a simple albedo scaling311

of the change in downwelling shortwave. Because there is not an explicit radiative perturbation312

in the Pure Heating simulation, the perturbation to its surface energy balance cannot be construed313

as a response to ∆SW↓. Indeed, radiative fluxes remain relatively unperturbed. However, outgoing314

sensible heat flux decreases, while latent heat flux increases by a similar amount.315

The partitioning of the surface energy balance response to dimming from Realistic Aerosol,316

although it is driven half by atmospheric absorption (Table 1), is almost identical to the Pure317

Dimming case. The reduction in ∆LH↑ balances 49% of ∆SW↓, though ∆SH↑ and (∆LW↓+∆LW↑)318

also decrease, respectively balancing 23% and 3.8% of ∆SW↓. This suggests that the larger sensible319

heat flux response seen in the Pure Absorption case requires a dominating absorption contribution320

to the dimming. We explore the mechanisms behind the relative behavior of the sensible versus321

latent heat flux response to dimming in Section 4b.322

c. Impact on EASM strength323

As the primary mechanism for regional rainfall in East Asia, monsoon strength is frequently324

quantified to the first order by the regional mean precipitation (e.g. Lu et al. 2006; Bollasina325

et al. 2011). Because of their role in supporting this monsoonal precipitation, convective activity326

and the land-sea surface temperature contrast are generally used to evaluate the overall monsoon327

circulation strength (e.g. Wang et al. 2008; Dai et al. 2013). Consequently, we use these standard328

parameters to characterize qualitative changes in the EASM strength: land-sea thermal contrast329

(i.e. land surface temperature, shown in Figure 2); on-shore flow (i.e. 850 mb winds, shown330
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in Figure 3); atmospheric ascent (i.e. 500 mb vertical velocity in pressure coordinates, shown331

in Figure 4) over land; and, ultimately, precipitation (Figure 5). We also summarize the overall332

monsoon strength quantitatively using the total precipitation averaged over East Asia, and the 850333

mb wind speed averaged over the East Asian monsoon sector (10◦–40◦ N and 110◦–150◦ E) as334

defined by Li and Zeng (2002) for quantifying EASM variability (Table 3).335

The Realistic Aerosol signal indicates that historical regional anthropogenic aerosol emissions336

have reduced the strength of the EASM, consistent with past research (e.g. Song et al. 2014; Wang337

et al. 2015). Although atmospheric absorption in the Realistic Aerosol case results in substantial338

shortwave heating throughout the lower atmosphere (Section 4c), the overall radiative effects of the339

anthropogenic aerosol loading reduces the regional-mean land surface temperature, which under340

the fixed-SST conditions in our simulations is equivalent to a reduction in the climatological land-341

sea thermal contrast (Fig. 2a). Decreasing land-sea contrast reduces on-shore low-level winds342

(Fig. 3a and Table 3). The land surface cooling also drives a 6% reduction in the climatologically343

ascending motion (i.e. ω500 < 0) over the land surface (Fig. 4a). This overall counteraction of344

EASM circulation causes a 6% reduction in regional-mean precipitation (Table 3 and Fig. 5a).345

The idealized forcing simulations illuminate how the different aerosol radiative components346

contribute to reduced EASM strength. Solar dimming from a pure scatterer (Pure Dimming)347

decreases EASM strength by reducing the climatological land-sea thermal contrast (Fig. 2b),348

consistent with previous studies (e.g. Guo et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2015). The deficit in surface349

shortwave energy cools the land surface, weakening on-shore low-level winds (Fig. 3b and Table350

3). This coincides with a 25% decrease in atmospheric ascent (Fig. 4b and Table 3) and an 8.0%351

reduction in regional-mean precipitation (Table 3 and Fig. 5b).352

Conversely, pure atmospheric heating in the absence of any surface shortwave perturbation (Pure353

Heating) enhances EASM circulation in our model. The surface temperature response to the atmo-354
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spheric heating (Table 3 and Fig. 2c) is minimal. However, the imposed atmospheric shortwave355

heating increases ascending motion over the land surface by 37% (Fig. 4c and Table 3). This356

drives lower-level convergence that weakly increases the 850 mb flow of moisture-laden air from357

the surrounding ocean area (Table 3 and Fig. 3c), increasing regional-mean precipitation by 6.3%358

(Table 3 and Fig. 5c).359

Both the solar dimming and the atmospheric heating are active in the Pure Absorption case, and360

the EASM circulation response is correspondingly a combination of the effects of the two compo-361

nents. While the atmospheric absorption drives an atmospheric shortwave heating rate comparable362

to the Pure Heating case (Section 2), the attenuation of this shortwave radiation within the atmo-363

sphere results in a substantial reduction in surface solar radiation (Table 1) that drives surface364

cooling (Fig. 2d). The atmospheric heating enhances ascending motion by 21% (Fig. 4d and365

Table 3), but the solar dimming simultaneously cools the land surface (Table 3). Although this366

does reduce on-shore low-level winds (Fig. 3d), it does so by less than the Pure Dimming case367

(Table 3). The precipitation response is small (Table 3 and Fig. 5d), but net negative ( -1.6%), an368

outcome that will be further discussed in Section 4.369

d. Moisture Budget Response370

The surface energy balance and monsoon circulation responses combine in determining the over-371

all moisture budget response, as characterized by the response in precipitation (∆P), evaporation372

(∆E, proportional to the change in surface latent heat flux), and the moisture convergence neces-373

sary to balance the two (∆(P−E)). East Asian summertime climate is characterized by climato-374

logical moisture convergence (P > E).375

Table 4 shows the moisture budget values for each of the 4 perturbations. In the presence of376

Realistic Aerosol or idealized Pure Dimming, P decreases by more than E and moisture conver-377
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gence decreases, consistent with the counteraction of monsoonal flow discussed in Section 3c. In378

the Pure Heating simulation, conversely, moisture convergence increases via an increase in P that379

is larger than the increase in E. The Pure Absorption case shows a counterbalancing of these two380

effects; although both P and E decrease as in the Realistic Aerosol and Pure Dimming case, P381

does so by less than E and moisture convergence consequently increases. The differences in ∆P,382

∆E, and ∆(P−E) between the Pure Absorption and Pure Dimming cases (8.99, 4.81, and 4.18383

W m−2, respectively) are of the same sign as the values in the Pure Heating case and of compa-384

rable magnitude (Table 4), suggesting that the Pure Absorption behavior can be interpreted as a385

superposition of the Pure Dimming and Pure Heating cases. Energy balance constraints provide386

an investigation of this outcome, discussed in Section 4a.387

4. Discussion388

a. An energetic rationalization of absorption’s effect on the EASM389

Our results demonstrate that the EASM response to realistic regional aerosol emissions is domi-390

nated by the suppressing effect of their surface solar dimming, even in the presence of strong short-391

wave atmospheric absorption by the aerosols. An interesting first-order question then is whether392

the EASM response, as summarized in the regional-mean precipitation change, is at all sensitive to393

the presence of the atmospheric absorption or is simply a response to the surface solar dimming—a394

question that can be addressed via comparison of the results of our idealized forcing simulations.395

Because of variations in how the imposed perturbation translates into a surface radiative effect in396

each of our simulations (Section 2), the surface dimming values across the simulations that contain397

an explicit radiative perturbation (i.e. Realistic Aerosol, Pure Dimming, and Pure Absorption) are398

not identical. In order to understand how the response to a given amount of surface dimming399
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depends on the source of that dimming, we normalize out the small differences in the amount of400

surface dimming across our simulations to allow direct comparison. We refer to this approach as401

“per unit dimming” in the remainder of this work, and calculate it by dividing the response of402

interest (e.g. ∆P) by the change in surface shortwave radiation (∆SSRall) for a given simulation.403

The precipitation response does not scale linearly with SSR reduction across the perturbations.404

The precipitation change per unit dimming in the Pure Dimming case is 3-4 times larger than that405

in the Pure Absorption case, indicating that the atmospheric effects of the aerosol absorption have406

a damping effect on the precipitation response to the surface dimming. Pure Heating on its own407

has little to no effect on the surface shortwave radiation or surface temperature, but increases pre-408

cipitation substantially, hinting at the other processes besides land-sea contrast that can influence409

EASM strength. The smaller precipitation reduction under Pure Absorption, thus, is not achieved410

via a modulation of the land-sea surface temperature contrast that drives the circulation decrease411

under Pure Dimming; another mechanism must be invoked.412

We turn to the atmospheric energy and moisture budgets to seek guidance on why absorption-413

driven dimming would produce a smaller precipitation reduction than the same amount of purely414

scattering-driven dimming. The moist static energy (MSE) budget dictates that the net energy input415

into the atmospheric column must be balanced by the divergent moist static energy transport. In416

monsoonal systems, this balance may be approximated as follows (Chou and Neelin 2003):

〈δh
δ t
〉(≈ 0) = Fnet−〈~v ·∇h〉−〈ω δh

δ p
〉 (1)417

The seasonal mean vertical integral (〈X〉) of the time variation of moist static energy (h = cpT +418

gz+Lvq, where cp is specific heat, T is atmospheric temperature, g is gravity, z is geopotential419

height, Lv is the latent heat of vaporization, and q is specific humidity) can be approximated420

as 0, since the atmosphere’s capacity for energy storage is minimal. Thus, the net energy input421
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into the atmospheric column (Fnet = SW s f c
↑ +SW s f c

↓ +SW TOA
↓ +SW TOA

↑ +OLR+LW s f c
↓ +LW s f c

↑ +422

SH↑+LH↑, for all values positive into the atmosphere) must be roughly balanced by the horizontal423

advection (〈~v ·∇h〉) and vertical advection within the atmospheric column (〈ω δh
δ p〉) of moist static424

energy.425

The horizontal advection term generally can be neglected under the approximately radiative-426

convective equilibrium conditions of the summer monsoon (Neelin and Held 1987). Thus, equa-427

tion 1 can be simplified as Fnet ≈ 〈ω δh
δ p〉. It can be further assumed that 〈 δh

δ p〉< 0 in the troposphere428

(e.g. Chen and Bordoni 2014), yielding the simplified proportionality: Fnet ∝−〈ω〉.429

The above relationship can then be used to understand the dynamical response to our imposed430

perturbations in the adjustment sense: ∆Fnet ∝−∆〈ω〉. Then, because the surface energy balance431

will rapidly equilibrate to zero over land (∆Fs ≈ 0), the change in net energy input into the at-432

mospheric column, reduces to ∆Fnet = ∆Fs +(∆SW TOA
↓ +∆SW TOA

↑ +∆OLR) = 0+∆FTOA, where433

∆FTOA is the change in top-of-atmosphere flux. The proportionality thus can be further approx-434

imated as ∆FTOA ∝ −∆〈ω〉. Note that, in fixed SST simulations such as ours, the equilibrium435

change in top-of-atmosphere flux is equivalent to the top-of-atmosphere effective radiative forcing436

(∆FTOA in Table 1).437

The proportionality, ∆FTOA ∝ −∆〈ω〉, indicates that a change in the vertical integral of the438

vertical pressure velocity (ω) caused by an aerosol perturbation will be proportional to its TOA439

effective radiative forcing, i.e. a positive (negative) forcing will induce an ascending (subsiding)440

perturbation to vertical motion in the atmosphere. Comparison of the vertical profiles of ω (Fig.441

6a) and ∆FTOA (Table 1) shows that this relationship holds for all 3 cases with a closed energy442

budget (i.e. Realistic Aerosol, Pure Dimming, and Pure Absorption), indicating that the simplified443

proportionality is applicable to this regime. Ascending motion must increase under Pure Absorp-444

tion’s positive TOA forcing and decrease under Pure Scattering’s negative TOA forcing.445
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Note that, because the Pure Heating case involves the artificial imposition of a shortwave heating446

rate, the above framework will not strictly hold, although the relative signs of ∆ω and ∆FTOA
447

are still consistent. In this case, the imposed shortwave heating rate should be considered an448

additional input of energy into the atmosphere, which would need to be accounted for in the Fnet449

term. Because it is artificially imposed rather than induced by an explicit radiative perturbation,450

unlike the shortwave heating in Pure Absorption, it is otherwise not directly reflected in the Fs or451

FTOA terms.452

The vertically integrated moisture budget then connects this vertical motion to the regional453

precipitation. To the first order, the moisture budget dictates that any change in moisture con-454

vergence will be proportional to the change in the integrated vertical moisture advection, i.e.455

∆(P− E) ∝ ∆(−〈ω δq
δ p〉), again assuming changes in horizontal advection are negligible under456

summer monsoon conditions (e.g. Chou and Neelin 2003). Changes in δq
δ p are small relative to457

changes in ω (Fig. 7b and Fig. 6a, respectively), so the proportionality can be approximated as458

∆(P−E) ∝−∆〈ω〉. Therefore, the enhanced ascending motion under Pure Absorption’s positive459

∆FTOA constrains the moisture convergence to increase (∆(P−E) > 0), and the converse will be460

true under Pure Dimming (∆(P−E)< 0), as borne out in Table 4.461

Both scattering- and absorption-driven surface dimming strongly suppress evaporation by de-462

pleting the radiative energy required to drive it (∆E < 0; Table 4), but the reduction in evaporation463

per unit dimming is substantially smaller under Pure Absorption than under Pure Dimming (i.e.464

per unit dimming ∆EPD < ∆EPA < 0, where PA and PD refer to the Pure Absorption and Pure465

Dimming cases, respectively). However, we know that moisture convergence increases under Pure466

Absorption (∆EPA < ∆PPA < 0) and decreases under Pure Dimming (∆PPD < ∆EPD < 0). Thus,467

the reduction in precipitation due to Pure Absorption must be smaller per unit dimming than that468

due to Pure Dimming (∆PPD < ∆EPD < ∆EPA < ∆PPA < 0).469
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It is interesting to note that precipitation reduction per unit dimming in the Realistic Aerosol case470

is comparable to that of the Pure Dimming case. As noted in Section 2, the Realistic Aerosol case471

can be thought of as a combination of the Pure Dimming and Pure Absorption cases, plus aerosol472

microphysical effects. Aerosols may suppress precipitation via microphysical indirect effects in473

the model by reducing cloud droplet size, though this process only operates in stratiform and474

shallow cumulus clouds in AM3’s formulation (Donner et al. 2011). It is plausible, therefore, that475

the magnitude of precipitation suppression under Realistic Aerosol should resemble that of Pure476

Dimming, with the additional suppression from microphysical effects counteracting the reduced477

suppression from the absorption-driven component of the realistic dimming, but direct comparison478

is difficult for the reasons discussed in Section 2.479

The above explanation reveals that, under the moisture convergence constraints imposed by480

their relative top-of-atmosphere radiative forcing, the relationship between the precipitation re-481

duction under purely absorption-driven dimming and that under purely scattering-driven dimming482

is strongly influenced by their relative reductions in surface evaporation. Fully understanding483

why absorption-driven dimming produces a smaller precipitation reduction per unit dimming than484

scattering-driven dimming, therefore, requires an understanding of why absorption-driven dim-485

ming produces a smaller evaporation reduction per unit dimming. In the next section, we ex-486

plore the physical mechanisms behind this difference in the surface energy balance response to487

absorption- versus scatter-driven dimming.488

b. Absorption’s impact on surface energy flux response partitioning489

Aerosol-driven surface dimming over much of South and East Asia is thought to be compensated490

for largely by a reduction in latent heat release or evaporation (Ramanathan et al. 2001, 2005), con-491

sistent with our Realistic Aerosol case. In fully ocean-atmosphere coupled GCM runs conducted492
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by Ramanathan et al. (2005), the evaporation decrease is strongly controlled on a regional basis by493

a reduction of the temperature and relative humidity gradient between the surface and boundary494

layer due to dimming-driven surface cooling. This surface latent heat flux reduction can further495

exacerbate transport-driven moisture deficits due to aerosols, such as those discussed in Section496

3c.497

Our idealized perturbation results, however, indicate that whether decreased surface latent or498

sensible heat flux provides the primary balance for reduced shortwave radiation depends on the499

degree to which that dimming is absorption-driven (Table 2); in the absence of absorption, dim-500

ming is primarily compensated for by a latent heat flux reduction, but in the presence of absorption501

it is primarily compensated for by a sensible heat flux reduction (Section 3b). As discussed in Sec-502

tion 4a, this outcome helps to explain the smaller precipitation reduction under absorption-driven503

dimming than under scattering-driven dimming. In order to understand the relative magnitude of504

the latent heat flux reduction, we first analyze the factors controlling the behavior of the comple-505

mentary sensible heat flux reduction.506

Sensible heat flux can be thought of as controlled by the local gradient between surface and507

near-surface atmospheric temperature and the wind speed. The change in horizontal wind speed508

over land is small under all four of our perturbations (shown at 850 mb in Fig. 3), less than509

5% of climatological values at the near-surface (10 m), so we focus here on the influence of the510

change in the gradient between surface and near-surface air temperature (∆Ts−∆Ta) under purely511

absorption-driven (Pure Absorption) versus purely scattering-driven (Pure Dimming) dimming.512

Climatologically, the land surface is warmer than the near-surface atmosphere, encouraging the dry513

convection of turbulent heat flux from the surface to the atmosphere. If this gradient is depressed,514

by either land surface cooling or atmospheric warming, the surface sensible heat flux will be515

proportionally depressed.516
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Pure Absorption can be thought of as a superposition of Pure Dimming and Pure Heating, both of517

which exhibit a reduction in surface-to-air temperature gradient. In Pure Dimming, the depletion518

of surface shortwave radiation cools both the surface and the near-surface atmosphere, but more519

the surface than the atmosphere (Table 3), reducing the temperature gradient and suppressing sur-520

face sensible heat flux (Table 2). In Pure Heating, conversely, both surface and atmosphere warm521

(Table 3) due to the absorption-mimicking imposed shortwave heating. However, the atmosphere522

warms by more than the surface, again reducing the temperature gradient and, consequently, re-523

ducing surface sensible heat flux (Table 2) even in the absence of an imposed surface shortwave524

perturbation. In the Pure Absorption case, both the surface cooling from surface shortwave deple-525

tion and the atmospheric heating from in situ shortwave absorption are in operation. The combined526

effects result in a larger reduction in surface-to-air temperature gradient per unit dimming than un-527

der the Pure Dimming case (Table 3) and, consequently, stronger suppression of sensible heat flux528

per unit dimming (Table 2 and Section 3b). Thus, surface latent heat flux need not decrease as529

much for a given reduction in surface shortwave input as it does under the Pure Dimming condi-530

tions. As a result, latent heat flux (i.e. evaporation) suppression is weaker under Pure Absorption531

than under Pure Dimming, which (in combination with their relative influence on moisture con-532

vergence) helps explain why absorption-driven dimming reduces precipitation less strongly than533

scattering-driven dimming (Section 4a).534

We can also use the relative changes in near-surface atmospheric temperature between Pure Ab-535

sorption and Pure Dimming to understand the relative reduction in latent heat flux directly, though536

it is subject to more approximating assumptions. Climatologically, for a given net surface radia-537

tion, surface latent heat flux is controlled by the relative moisture content of the two reservoirs it538

communicates between: the land surface and the atmosphere. Over saturated surfaces (e.g. water539

or moist land), the surface latent heat flux is primarily determined by the near-surface atmospheric540
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water demand, generally quantified as the potential evapotranspiration (PET) (e.g. Allen et al.541

1998). Conversely, where near-surface atmospheric water demand is greater than surface water542

availability (e.g. arid land), variability in soil moisture is the primary controller of latent heat flux543

from the surface to the atmosphere (e.g. Seneviratne et al. 2010). Because of the climatologically544

high precipitation rates of the EASM, East Asian summertime latent heat flux is generally consid-545

ered to be controlled by atmospheric water demand (e.g. Zhang et al. 2011). Thus, assuming that546

any changes in precipitation due to the imposed perturbations will not be sufficient to change the547

region from an atmosphere-controlled to a surface-controlled regime, the relative latent heat flux548

response to absorption-driven versus scattering-driven dimming can be understood by analyzing549

the relative impact of each on PET.550

PET can be shown to be a direct function of surface air temperature, Ta, subject to various551

simplifying assumptions (see Scheff and Frierson (2014)). The smaller decrease in Ta under552

Pure Absorption than under Pure Dimming—a result of the balance between the atmospheric553

absorption-induced heating and surface dimming-induced cooling—leads to a smaller decrease in554

PET. Consequently, the near-surface atmosphere’s demand for moisture, which will be the primary555

driver of latent heat flux under monsoon-saturated surface conditions, decreases by less per unit556

dimming under Pure Absorption than under Pure Dimming. Given the same amount of dimming,557

therefore, the surface shortwave flux reduction will have to be more strongly balanced by reduced558

sensible heat flux under Pure Absorption (Section 3b), as the latent heat flux reduction will be559

limited by the atmosphere’s relatively greater demand for moisture under Pure Absorption than560

under Pure Dimming.561
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c. Atmospheric processing of absorption-driven atmospheric heating562

The analysis in Sections 4a and 4b demonstrates the competing interplay of absorbing aerosols563

differing surface, atmospheric, and top-of-atmosphere radiative perturbations. It is particularly564

important to note that the sign of local surface temperature change does not correspond to the sign565

of local TOA forcing in the case of aerosol absorption (Table 1 and 3). By depleting surface short-566

wave radiation locally, absorbing aerosols can reduce regional surface temperatures, especially in567

regions in which the radiative-convective coupling of the surface and atmosphere is weak (Shindell568

and Faluvegi 2009; Ramanathan and Carmichael 2008; Bond et al. 2013). They may, however, in-569

crease surface temperature elsewhere through tropospheric transport of their atmospheric heating570

(Menon et al. 2002; Teng et al. 2012). Although surface-atmosphere coupling is thought to be571

relatively strong during the EASM (Zhang et al. 2011), our results suggest that it is not sufficient572

to overcome the cooling effects of the surface dimming.573

If the atmospheric heating from absorption does not efficiently heat the surface, where does it574

go? Analysis of the perturbations to various components of the atmospheric heating rates sheds575

light on this question (Fig. 8). In the case of Pure Heating (Fig. 8b), negative dynamical heating576

primarily compensates for the imposed shortwave atmospheric heating, indicating that the heat577

is being transported out of the region. The dynamical heating perturbation peaks near 400 mb,578

indicating ventilation primarily in the upper atmosphere. This completes the circulation pattern579

indicated by the onshore flow at 850 mb and ascending motion through 500 mb (Section 3c).580

There is weak cooling in the lower troposphere from vertical diffusion—a signal of the vertical581

propagation of the surface sensible heat flux suppression discussed in Section 4b.582

Under Pure Absorption (Fig. 8c), the clear-sky shortwave heating rate is similar by design to583

that in the Pure Heating simulation, but is compensated for differently. There is some balancing584
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by dynamical cooling aloft, suggesting a similar upper atmospheric ventilation as in the Pure585

Heating case. However, there is a larger lower atmospheric compensation by cooling from vertical586

diffusion. This can again be attributed to vertical propagation of Pure Absorption’s larger sensible587

heat flux suppression. Pure Dimming exhibits lower tropospheric cooling from vertical diffusion,588

which balances lower tropospheric dynamical heating from the suppression of vertical motion589

described in Section 4a and is consistent with the dimming-driven suppression of sensible heat flux590

discussed in Section 4b. However, Pure Absorption’s vertical diffusional cooling is a superposition591

of that both from Pure Heating’s atmosphere-driven sensible heat flux suppression and from Pure592

Dimming’s dimming-driven sensible heat flux suppression, and therefore is substantially stronger,593

as with the surface sensible heat flux suppression itself.594

The heating rate responses to aerosol absorption’s shortwave heating demonstrate how a local595

positive aerosol radiative forcing can coexist with negative regional surface responses through596

transport of the heating out of the forcing region. Given the inherently regional nature of aerosol597

forcing, due to aerosols’ short lifetime and geographically concentrated emissions sources, this598

result demonstrates that local responses to changes in absorbing aerosol emissions should not be599

expected to follow global-mean responses and that the surface heating effects from such changes600

in one region may be primarily felt in other regions.601

d. Limitations of this work602

It is important to note that our study, by fixing SSTs to observations, does not incorporate603

the potential additional EASM impacts of the ocean-mediated response to our regional pertur-604

bations. The total regional response to aerosols can be linearly decomposed into the fast land-and-605

atmosphere response and the slower ocean-coupled response (Hsieh et al. 2013). It is valuable,606

therefore, to understand each part in isolation—for example, in order to understand the time evo-607
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lution of the observed response following a rapid decline in regional aerosol emissions. The radia-608

tive forcing that the perturbations analyzed here impose in the global mean is orders of magnitude609

smaller than what they impose at the regional level. Consequently, we would expect regional-610

scale SST changes in the hydrological cycle to be more important than global-mean SST-mediated611

changes (e.g. Ming et al. 2010; Samset et al. 2016) under ocean-coupled conditions.612

Our imposed regional perturbations could modify adjacent SSTs and thus induce local ocean-613

mediated effects on East Asian precipitation and circulation. Because our idealized forcing pertur-614

bations are concentrated solely over land, they would only affect adjacent SSTs indirectly—e.g.615

through circulation-induced changes in ocean surface fluxes. In the case of realistic aerosols,616

emissions from land-based sources can be transported over the ocean (e.g. Yu et al. 2008; Wang617

et al. 2014; Dallafior et al. 2015) where they can decrease Pacific SSTs by reducing surface short-618

wave radiation (e.g. Boo et al. 2015; Dallafior et al. 2016), which might relax the land-sea contrast619

induced by regional aerosols under our fixed SST conditions. We expect these ocean-mediated620

effects to be secondary to the large direct effect that the in-situ forcing has on the land surface (e.g.621

Hsieh et al. 2013), but their study could constitute an interesting extension of this work.622

The complexity of the competing effects of aerosols’ surface and atmospheric effects on EASM623

strength seen in the AM3 model in our idealized forcing framework highlights the importance of624

conducting such simulations in other model suites. The East Asian region of interest in this work is625

one over which CMIP5 models show agreement on the sign of precipitation response to absorbing626

aerosols, suggesting that the basic dynamics of the EASM response to absorbing aerosols is robust627

across models (Richardson et al. 2015). However, there are several relevant absorbing aerosol628

properties that remain a source of divergence in models (Bond et al. 2013): models disagree on the629

simulated vertical profile of absorbing aerosols; and the efficiency with which black carbon absorb630
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shortwave radiation remains uncertain, tied particularly to variability in how models parameterize631

mixing of different aerosol species.632

To our knowledge, no other modeling study has separated the surface and atmospheric effects633

of aerosol absorption over East Asia. The highly idealized nature of our forcings also precludes634

direct comparison with observations other than that discussed in Section 2. Some other studies,635

however, have separately simulated the effects of BC aerosol on the EASM. Such analysis can be636

most closely compared with the results of our Pure Absorption simulation. Huang et al. (2007)637

and Wang et al. (2015) isolate the direct effects of BC in two generations of the RegCCM regional638

climate model over East Asia. Both studies find that summer precipitation decreases in the pres-639

ence of BC. These studies also simulate the EASM response to all anthropogenic aerosols, and640

comparison of the ratio of precipitation reduction to surface dimming in their BC-only versus all-641

aerosol simulations corroborates our finding that absorption-driven dimming reduces precipitation642

by less than scattering-driven dimming. However, the driving mechanisms behind this result are643

not analyzed in those studies and thus cannot be compared with those discussed here.644

5. Conclusions645

The impact of absorbing aerosols on regional climate manifests through their impact both on646

the atmospheric radiative budget and on surface energy fluxes. This work provides one of the647

first analyses of the separate and combined effects of aerosol absorption’s atmospheric and sur-648

face perturbations on East Asian summertime climate. Our work suggests that the surface energy649

impacts of aerosol absorption are capable of outweighing its atmospheric impacts in the net re-650

sponse of East Asian Summer Monsoon (EASM) strength, resulting in a net decrease of EASM651

circulation and precipitation due to the reduced land-sea contrast from dimming-induced land sur-652

face cooling (Section 3c). Crucially, however, the precipitation reduction under absorption-driven653
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dimming is smaller per unit dimming than that under purely scattering-driven dimming, due to the654

moisture convergence constraints imposed by their opposing signs of top-of-atmosphere radiative655

forcing (Section 4a). This is partially influenced by stronger suppression of surface sensible heat656

than latent heat under absorption-driven dimming and converse behavior under scattering-driven657

dimming (Section 4b), which constrains the relative reduction in the evaporative component of658

moisture convergence and consequently the relative reduction in the precipitation component. At-659

mospheric heating from aerosol absorption plays a role in this additional suppression of sensible660

heat, but it is primarily transported out of the region in the upper troposphere. Consequently, ab-661

sorbing aerosols’ impact on East Asian summertime climate more closely resemble the response662

to its surface dimming than to its atmospheric heating.663

The partitioning of the surface energy balance between sensible and latent heat flux (i.e. the664

Bowen ratio, SH
LH ) has myriad implications for surface temperature, convection, and boundary layer665

depth, as well as the atmospheric moisture budget (e.g. Andrews et al. 2009). Our results indicate666

that this partitioning is sensitive to the atmospheric forcing associated with a surface forcing:667

absorption- and scattering-driven dimming perturb the Bowen ratio in opposite directions. We668

provide a physical explanation here for why sensible heat suppression dominates latent heat sup-669

pression under purely absorption-driven dimming, but the partitioning of surface energy fluxes670

is known to be underconstrained in climate models (e.g. Dirmeyer 2011). The impact that this671

partitioning can have on the magnitude of a precipitation response to solar dimming (Section 4a)672

highlights the importance of better constraining this process in models.673

This analysis sheds light on the response of East Asian summertime climate to realistic re-674

gional aerosol emissions. Surface solar radiation reductions over this region since the 1960s have675

been driven equally by increased aerosol scattering and increased aerosol absorption (Persad et al.676

2014). However, the negative EASM response to historical regional aerosol emissions (Realistic677
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Aerosol)—a net reduction of onshore flow, atmospheric ascent, and regional-mean precipitation—678

scales in proportion to purely scattering-driven dimming (Pure Dimming; Section 4a) and does679

not exhibit the signal of absorption-driven atmospheric heating (Pure Heating), which on its own680

invigorates EASM circulation (Section 3c). That even purely absorption-driven dimming reduces681

EASM strength helps explain why the combined absorption- and scattering-driven dimming of682

realistic aerosols shows such a strong EASM reduction.683

Our idealized forcing simulations, in addition to providing physical insight on the interaction of684

absorbing aerosols with the EASM, provide test cases at the two limits of possible future absorp-685

tion/scattering ratios of East Asian aerosol emissions. Since 2000, scattering sulfate emissions686

have plateaued and declined (Klimont et al. 2013; Li et al. 2013), while absorbing black carbon687

emissions have continued to rise (Lei et al. 2011) and are expected to continue to do so at least688

through 2030 (e.g. Levy 2009). The Pure Absorption simulation provides an extreme test case689

of a situation in which East Asia’s aerosol concentrations are dominated by absorbing rather than690

scattering aerosols—for example, if China continues to mitigate sulfate aerosol emissions without691

imposing significant controls on black carbon aerosol emissions. Conversely, the Pure Dimming692

case provides an extreme test of a scenario in which China mitigates its absorbing black carbon693

emissions without mitigating its scattering sulfate emissions. In combination, these two simula-694

tions suggest that increases in either aerosol type will have detrimental effects on EASM strength,695

but that BC-driven dimming may be less detrimental than sulfate-driven dimming.696
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TABLE 1. Regional-mean radiative perturbations over East Asia (22.5◦–40◦ N; 100◦–122.5◦ E) are shown for

each of the 4 simulations. The changes in all-sky (∆SSRall) and clear-sky (∆SSRclr) surface shortwave radiation,

all-sky (∆Absall) and clear-sky (∆Absclr) atmospheric shortwave absorption, and regional all-sky (∆FTOA
all ) and

clear-sky (∆FTOA
clr ) top-of-atmosphere effective radiative forcing are in W m−2. Asterisks indicate perturbations

that are not significant at the 95% confidence level.

997

998

999

1000

1001

Realistic Aerosol Pure Dimming Pure Heating Pure Absorption

∆SSRall -14.3 -18.6 -0.19∗ -14.6

∆SSRclr -13.5 -29.0 0.04∗ -16.2

∆Absall 6.87 -1.35 -0.49∗ 17.3

∆Absclr 7.29 -2.76 0.10∗ 19.1

∆FTOA
all -6.75 -19.8 2.04∗ 6.57

∆FTOA
clr -4.35 -27.4 0.09∗ 6.13
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TABLE 2. Regional-mean surface energy flux changes over East Asia (22.5◦–40◦ N; 100◦–122.5◦ E) are

shown for each of the 4 simulations in units of W m−2, as well as the residual of all surface energy balance

adjustment. All values are given as downward positive. Asterisks indicate perturbations that are not significant

at the 95% confidence level.

1002

1003

1004

1005

Realistic Aerosol Pure Dimming Pure Heating Pure Absorption

∆SW↓ -14.3 -18.6 -0.19∗ -14.6

∆SW↑ 2.09 2.64 0.03∗ 2.37

∆LW↓ -0.62 -3.22 -0.12∗ -0.43∗

∆LW↑ 1.16 4.45 -0.09∗ 2.36

∆SH↑ 3.23 5.30 2.00∗ 5.71

∆LH↑ 7.13 8.95 -1.82 4.14

Residual -1.31 -0.48 -0.19 -0.45
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TABLE 3. Regional-mean responses over East Asia (22.5◦–40◦ N; 100◦–122.5◦ E) are shown for each of

the 4 perturbations. The change in column integrated cloud amount (∆Cloud) is given in percent of grid cloud

coverage, the change in surface (∆Ts) and near-surface air (∆Ta) temperature is given in degrees Kelvin, the

change in precipitation (∆P/P) is given in percent of climatological values, and the change in vertical pressure

velocity at 500 mb (∆ω500) is given in 10−3 Pa s−1. The change in 850 mb wind speed (∆V850) is averaged

over the East Asian monsoon sector (10◦-40◦ N; 110◦-150◦ E) following Li and Zeng (2002). Asterisks indicate

perturbations that are not significant at the 95% confidence level.

1006

1007

1008

1009

1010

1011

1012

Realistic Aerosol Pure Dimming Pure Heating Pure Absorption

∆Cloud -0.28∗ -0.87 0.41 1.14

∆Ts -0.18 -0.74 0.01∗ -0.38

∆Ta -0.08 -0.69 0.04 -0.33

∆ P/P -6.0 -8.0 6.3 -1.6

∆ω500 1.0 3.5 -5.2 -3.0

∆V850 -0.01∗ -0.11 0.04∗ -0.08
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TABLE 4. The moisture budget averaged over East Asia (22.5◦–40◦ N; 100◦–122.5◦ E) is shown for each of

the 4 perturbations. Changes in precipitation (∆P), evaporation (∆E, cf. ∆ Latent Heat in Table 2), and moisture

convergence (∆(P−E)) values are given in units of W m−2.

1013

1014

1015

Realistic Aerosol Pure Dimming Pure Heating Pure Absorption

∆P -9.35 -11.17 8.77 -2.18

∆E -7.13 -8.95 1.82 -4.14

∆(P−E) -2.22 -2.22 6.95 1.96
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1.	Pure	Dimming	

Isolates	surface	dimming;	
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FIG. 1. The 3 idealized forcing perturbations are schematically depicted. Each of the depicted perturbations

is imposed over Southeast China (22.5◦–40◦ N and 100◦–122.5◦ E) during years 1980–2000 of an ALL con-

trol simulation, which contains historically varying anthropogenic and natural emissions and observationally

prescribed sea surface temperature and sea ice.
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FIG. 2. The surface temperature response (shading; in K) to (a) historical regional aerosols, (b) a purely

scattering aerosol optical depth, (c) idealized atmospheric heating, and (d) a purely absorbing aerosol optical

depth. Climatological values are shown in grey contours, and coastal outlines are shown in black. The red

box delineates East Asia (22.5◦–40◦ N; 100◦–122.5◦ E), over which idealized perturbations are imposed and

regional-means are calculated. Stippling indicates responses that are significant at the 95% confidence level.
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FIG. 3. The change in 850 mb wind velocity (vectors; in m s−1) in response to (a) historical regional aerosols,

(b) a purely scattering aerosol optical depth, (c) idealized atmospheric heating, and (d) a purely absorbing

aerosol optical depth. Wind vectors are only shown for changes that are significant at the 95% confidence level.

Climatological wind speeds (in m s−1) are shaded, with sign convention following meridional wind direction

(southerly positive). Coastal outlines are shown in black. The red box delineates East Asia (22.5◦–40◦ N;

100◦–122.5◦ E), over which idealized perturbations are imposed and regional-means are calculated.
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FIG. 4. The mid-tropospheric (500 mb) vertical pressure velocity (ω) response (shading; in 10−3 Pa s−1) to

(a) historical regional aerosols, (b) a purely scattering aerosol optical depth, (c) idealized atmospheric heating,

and (d) a purely absorbing aerosol optical depth. Climatological values (Pa s−1) are shown in grey contours,

and coastal outlines are shown in black. The red box delineates East Asia (22.5◦–40◦ N; 100◦–122.5◦ E), over

which idealized perturbations are imposed and regional-means are calculated. Stippling indicates responses that

are significant at the 95% confidence level.
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FIG. 5. The change in precipitation (shading; in mm day−1) in response to (a) realistic historical aerosols

(b) a purely scattering aerosol optical depth from historical aerosol, (c) idealized atmospheric heating, and (d)

a purely absorbing aerosol optical depth. Climatological values (in mm day−1) are shown in grey contours,

and coastal outlines are shown in black. The red box delineates East Asia (22.5◦–40◦ N; 100◦–122.5◦ E), over

which idealized perturbations are imposed and regional-means are calculated. Stippling indicates changes that

are significant at the 95% confidence level.
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FIG. 6. Vertical profiles of changes in (a) pressure velocity (ω) and (b) cloud fraction averaged over East Asia

(22.5◦–40◦ N; 100◦–122.5◦ E) are shown for the 4 simulations.
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FIG. 7. Vertical profiles of changes in (a) temperature, (b) moisture mixing ratio/specific humidity (q), and

(c) relative humidity averaged over East Asia (22.5◦–40◦ N; 100◦–122.5◦ E) are shown for the 4 simulations.
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FIG. 8. Regional-mean atmospheric heating rates in K day−1 are shown for the three idealized forcing sim-

ulations: (a) Pure Dimming, (b) Pure Heating, and (c) Pure Absorption. The heating rates due to shortwave

radiation (red), longwave radiation (dark blue), latent heat release by convective (light blue) and large-scale

(black) cloud formation, vertical diffusion (pink), and dynamical advection of sensible heat (green; computed

as residual of other terms) are shown. The shortwave heating rate for the Realistic Aerosol case is also shown

(grey) for reference in panels (b) and (c).
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